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A Lasting Memory: Saturday 
11th September was a very 
special day at Beech Hurst, 
arranged as a tribute to long 
time member John West who 
passed away early last year. 
Many of John's family were 
present and in the evening a 
bench was unveiled in his 
memory... 

    Editor 



Editor's Notes 
 
It is the autumn equinox as I conclude the latest edition of the Beech Hurst News 
and I have held this newsletter back for a few weeks, so I could include a short 
piece about the special day dedicated to John West as well as an evening visit to 
Beech Hurst by the 10th Haywards Heath Cubs. 
Since the June edition, our railway has reopened but only operating one day per 
weekend. As I finish this newsletter, Saturday 25th September marks our last 
timetabled operating day for 2021 and let's hope that we can start afresh from 
early April 2022, our first full season for 2 years! No one yet knows what the 
winter will throw our way but with a fair wind and care on all our parts, fingers 
crossed we have a fighting chance that 2022 will be as near normal as possible. 
Within the last month, we have held a successful New Members Day / BBQ 
evening, had a visit from the 10th Haywards Heath Cubs, as well as the tribute 
day for John. The latter was particularly poignant because I do not recall such a 
tribute during my time with SMLS and the number of people in attendance was 
testament to the respect members held for John, as well as the closeness of his 
extended family. 
In this edition, we shall report in more detail about the aforementioned items, 
offer for sale a part-built 3 ½" gauge locomotive and watchmakers lathe, as well 
as looking ahead to our closed season, so please read on and enjoy… 

Andrew B 
Chairman's Notes 
 
Dear all, having just returned from 8 days in Lowestoft with unusually clear blue 
skies for the duration, then to arrive back on Saturday 25th to see the park full of 
people and a nice long queue for train rides. Fortunately for me, but sadly not for 
the Class '08' which lost some circlips and had to come off, I managed to get a 
last drive before our season closed. 
I would like to thank all of you who have helped us to do the Saturday runs, 
especially Val & Linda who weekly stood at the high-risk end of the process 
loading passengers on to the trains, many thanks. 
During the summer, our activities have been limited but we had a very successful 
New Members Day on Saturday 21st August and have now got 8 new signed up 
members who we are very pleased to welcome on board and look forward to 
seeing them on a Saturday or Sunday in the near future. The day ended with our 
first social event post Covid – an evening BBQ. 
On Saturday 11th September we welcomed Val West and her family to the 
clubhouse for a memorial celebration day in memory of John and our thanks go 
to Val and family for the wonderful chair that they have presented to us and the 
lovely spread of refreshments they supplied on the day. I would also like to add 
my thanks to Nick Edwards for his kind words about John which I believe 
summed up all our feelings for John as a long serving member of the club. 
We also had a visit during the evening of Thursday 16th September by the 10th 
Haywards Heath Cubs who had a wonderful time with us. Thanks to all who 
helped on that evening. 



They have shown their appreciation with a tin of very nice biscuits enjoyed by all 
on the last running day and (image below) is a copy of their thank you card.  

 
With regard to our operations, we did try out some experiments over these weeks 
and it has given us some useful data to review for the 2022 season. 
Andrew S found a free online system for organising rotas, which we have tried 
and this has highlighted a few points that we need to address before we bring it 
in as a way forward. The points to be considered are that the system needs to be 
accessible in the clubhouse or printed off by the TC of the day so that everyone 
can see who is doing what. There is also a need to have visibility of which club 
locomotive has been booked out by a driver. 
The major benefit of being online is that everyone can see available slots at 
home and book yourself in without going up to the clubhouse. We have agreed to 
go back to the diary booking for next season but in the meantime find a suitable 
system for us that we can run alongside the diary. 
The more major test was to move the loading of passengers to the centre of the 
track which was far more successful than many thought. The queues that we had 
would have definitely infringed upon the café queue and the congestion of getting 
to us and away was greatly reduced. Although I was not there all the time, the 
main complaint that I heard was the long walk back to get another ride. What was 
good was that this did not lead to mass incidents of crossing the line and the 
need of policing the track. We will always have the few who will do it wherever we 
decide load. 



It did mean extra work putting up signs around the park but I think if we go this 
way, permanent signs could be put in strategic places. 
In light of the unknown of how Covid was going to progress, the committee made 
a conscious decision not to collect fares to avoid station personnel having to get 
close to the passengers and handling money. This I thought raised some 
interesting points that need reviewing. The despatching of trains was much 
quicker with the donation system and although some steam drivers felt pressured 
to move out before they were ready, the benefits for the station masters was that 
they did not have to wait for the passenger to find their money in a pocket or 
purse and then put the change away.  
The collecting money situation could be reduced by the introduction of tokens 
bought at a pay desk which falls in line with the thinking that we need to be able 
to go to contactless payments. We could put a pay desk at the back of the station 
and, if the council would approve, by adding a couple of extra footpaths, one 
behind the station and one at the clubhouse end of the station, the passengers 
could then enter and dismount on the inside if they wanted another ride, or collect 
their pushchair. 
These are my thoughts and I look forward to hearing your positive constructive 
comments on Saturday 23rd October. 
Just because it is the end of the season doesn't mean the club shuts down. 
There is plenty of maintenance to do and the club will still be open on Saturdays 
and Sundays for just that. 
The most important item we have at our club is the track. We all expect to turn up 
in April and run our trains but without Roy and his team doing a great job of 
keeping the track up to specification every autumn we could not do that. Roy 
always needs help; there is a volunteer sheet on the clubhouse notice board so 
please offer your services on some of the days.  
If this is not something you would feel comfortable doing then help with leaf 
clearing which is now about to descend upon us, again if everyone does a spell it 
is less of a chore. 
I am also starting to get together a Sunday group to carry out mechanical 
maintenance and encourage our new members to get involved in the workshop 
activities, the first Sunday will be the 10th October, if you are interested in coming 
along, please do. 
We are getting back to normal but please still be cautious and if you have been in 
contact with a Covid patient then please stay away for the recommended period. 
Stay safe 

Mike W 
Borrowing Equipment 
 
A quick note from the committee to remind all members to please let the relevant 
person know if you need to borrow something from the club, for example if you 
require a piece of workshop equipment to ask Mike W if this is ok, so we know 
where the item is and when you intend to return it. 

Committee 
 



Saturday 21st August – New Members Day & BBQ – By Andrew B 
 
Our first proper social event for over 18 months was held at Beech Hurst on the 
evening of Saturday 21st August when we hosted a member's BBQ following on 
from the very successful New Members Day that afternoon. The latter was an 
idea from Adam & Mike W, which had been discussed earlier in the year and has 
now resulted in 8 new members joining, most of whom fall into the 'not yet retired' 
category – a great success. As such I have the pleasure to welcome: Tom Grey, 
Mark Grey, Helen Humphreys, Tom Humphreys, William Ayerst, Samuel Portnoi, 
Julian Terry & Clifford Wood to SMLS, and we hope you will enjoy coming to 
Beech Hurst to volunteer and be a part of our successful club. 
Later the same day, our 'end of summer' BBQ took place and we were lucky to 
be blessed with a fine and warm evening. About 20 members were present and 
several trains ran during the evening, including Adam's 'B1' (see picture below), 
Dave H's 'B1' & Nick's 'B1' locomotives (see picture next page top), the club 
'08' and most of my coal wagons + guard's van, which formed a nice train behind 
Nick's B1 and latterly the club '08' (see picture next page bottom). 
The BBQ was lit at 18:00 and soon the smell of cooking (and some cremated) 
meat filled the air! With the trains running, Roy P's Class 3 on display in the 
workshop and much for members to catch up on there was plenty of conversation 
and it was nice for our first post-Covid social to be such a success. Thanks to all 
those who helped out, particularly to Sam H for his efforts with TC and also to 
Lorema & Mike W for providing the side dishes and puddings. Here's to 2022… 



 



Saturday 11th September – John West – By Andrew B 
 
As mentioned in my opening notes, Saturday 11th September was a special day 
dedicated in memory of John West. A normal passenger service operated during 
the afternoon and then in the evening, John's family and SMLS members joined 
together for the unveiling of a new bench and to enjoy a lovely cold buffet, whilst 
giving us the chance to think about John's life and what he meant to each and 
everyone of us. The evening was mild and sunny, almost perfect in fact, and it 
was nice to see so many people in attendance. A couple of trains were running, 
one of which was double-headed steam with John's 'City of Truro' one of the 
locomotives. After the unveiling of the bench, John's family boarded the steam 
hauled train for a couple of laps behind the 'City' (see picture below). It was 
great to see the locomotive running once again and took me back 13 years to 
2008 when I helped John to complete most of silver soldering on the replacement 
boiler. Hopefully the 'City' will continue to run at the club for many more years to 
come and is now one of our oldest operational locomotives.  
Through these pages I am sure I speak for everyone who attended by saying 
what a very special evening it was, for the lovely food and with the bench in-situ 
behind the clubhouse, for all the memories of John, for the encouragement, help 
and support he so openly shared with us all… 
 
Pictures next page top & bottom: The bench which will reside behind the 
clubhouse with inscribed plates for John and Piper dog… 



 



Thursday 16th September – 10th Haywards Heath Cubs 
 
Thursday 16th September had been pencilled in for a visit to Beech Hurst by the 
10th Haywards Heath Cubs and this year the evening could take place. Over 30 
Cubs and their leaders attended and were split into 3 groups. Each group took it 
in turn to watch my demonstration of how a steam locomotive works, then a tour 
of our facilities with Edward & Mike W, and finally a train ride with Nick driving 
'Wharfedale' and Graham Mundy driving his 'Class 33'. As per both previous 
social evenings this year, the Cub's visit was also mild and sunny, which made it 
very pleasant indeed. All of the Cubs were well behaved and appeared interested 
in our railway – a few more future members in a couple of year's time perhaps? 
Some were also very knowledgeable and surprisingly so bearing in mind they are 
only 9 or 10 years old. Thanks through these pages to Andrew E, Edward, 
Lorema, Mike W, Nick & Sam H for their help during the evening and it was good 
to get another Cub visit ticked off, having had several postponements since 
Covid struck last March. Here's to more successful visits during 2022… 

Andrew B 
For Sale 
 
Following the passing of John Gange last year, Roy P & I have been sorting 
through and selling John's project and workshop assets. As such, offered for sale 
are 2 items which may be of interest to SMLS members. 
The first item is a part-built 3 ½" gauge GWR '43xx' locomotive, complete with 
castings and professional Reg Chambers boiler. The tender chassis is mostly up 
together with the locomotive chassis at a less advanced stage. The workmanship 
is excellent and the boiler is top quality from a very well renowned boilersmith. 
Offers circa £2,000 are invited; bearing in mind a professional boiler would be 
close to that, aside the castings and work (see pictures below & next page). 
 

 



 
 

 
 
The second item is a Pultra 'P' watchmakers lathe (see pictures next 2 pages), 
complete with considerable accessories including: chucks, collets, tool holders, 
tools and 'v' blocks. The model 'P' was a World War 2 produced lathe, so this 
example will be circa 1940's and still bears the 'War Finish' makers plate added 
by Pultra to all their government commissioned machines. Given that John has 
rebuilt this lathe and the range of accessories; offers circa £750 are invited. 



 



 



Interested members please contact me directly at the e-mail address on the front 
page and I will be happy to discuss further… 

Andrew B 
Work in Progress – 'Project Wagons' 
 
After working on a number of wagons during the past year and rebuilding the 
Southern Railway guards van, it was nice to see most of the consist running 
during the course of the BBQ evening. A couple of the wagon axleboxes were a 
bit tight and so the following morning I dismantled 4 wheel sets and carefully 
cleaned a thou' off the axle end and axlebox bore to make them a slightly looser 
fit. Unlike locomotives, wagons do not have the weight to overcome a tight spot 
and therefore the fits do need to be very slightly looser to compensate for this. 
Aside painting another 4 wagon wheel sets and axleboxes (see picture below), 
together with the fabrication of a further 8 leaf springs that I am working on as I 
type this edition, I plan to take a break from wagon production for a short while to 
concentrate on other locomotive projects, the first of which will be a boiler for the 
'North London Tank'. I have not done some 'copper bashing' for a while, so with 
winter approaching I fancy firing up the propane again and having a go at 
another boiler. Hopefully the neighbours won't mind too much…! 
 

 
 

Andrew B 
End of Season 2021 
 
Although truncated by the effects of Covid, a limited service was possible during 
2021 and let's hope 2022 will start as per previous normal years. One new 
locomotive that has run several times during 2021 is Marc's 'Lucky 7'. Although 
only 3 ½" gauge she is nonetheless a giant by our standards and reminds me of 
when other members used to run foreign outline 3 ½" gauge locomotives in 
passenger service, including Tony Austen who built and ran a similar 'Lucky 7'. 
Thanks to Marc for sending me a couple of pictures, one of which is of Ray 
driving her at the beginning of September (see picture next page)… 
 



 
 

Andrew B 
Forthcoming & Diary of Events 
 
At this stage there are no diary events, save for an open meeting at Beech Hurst 
on Saturday 23rd October 2021 to discuss maintenance and operational 
requirements going forward into 2022. All members are welcome to attend this 
discussion and the meeting will start at 14:00. For those of you who receive 
electronic correspondence, a copy of the invitation should have arrived from 
Andrew S, along with an outline of the items to discuss. 
 
23rd October 2021 – Meeting at Beech Hurst to discuss 2022 season – from 1400 
 
Further Diary dates will hopefully be published in the next newsletters… 
 
NB. Certain events may be organised at short notice and will not therefore 
appear in the newsletter. Please check white / notice boards in the clubhouse for 
details of such events. 

Andrew B 


